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Dawid (1973, Biometrika 60, 664666) stated conditions in the univariate loca-
tion model with known scale parameter needed for there to be either vanishing
likelihood or prior influence on the posterior distribution when there is a conflict
between likelihood and prior. More recently, Pericchi and Sanso (1995, Biometrika
82, 223225) noted that there are distributions that partially satisfy Dawid’s conditions
but have bounded rather than vanishing influence on the posterior distribution. In
this paper, we present the extension of these results for the location and scale model
using the multivariate v-spherical distributions. We show that when the v( } )=& }&
function is a norm, the & &-spherical distributions, exponential power, and logistic
power provide a robust analysis for the location model with known scale
parameter, whereas Student’s power t provides a robust analysis for the location
and scale model. Robust analyses are illustrated for normal-gamma prior location
and scale models. Numerical computations are implemented via the Gibbs
sampler.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Much of the literature on Bayesian robust statistical methods has been
confined to one-dimensional problems. Dawid (1973) analyzed the
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behaviour of the posterior distribution for the location parameter + # R
after observing a single x # R from the location density f (x&+) with
known scale parameter. He stated sufficient conditions on f and the prior
distribution to guarantee that, as |x|  , the posterior expectation of a
given function m(+) either approaches the prior expectation of m(+) and
rejects x, or follows x and rejects the ‘‘outlying’’ expected prior value. For
a fixed prior specification, West (1982) analyzed the effects of the
likelihood assumptions in the location and scale model in order to con-
struct methods of estimation. The latter are defined to be those that
eliminate or bound the influence of x on the posterior distribution as con-
sistency with the prior information decreases. Then we say that the
likelihood function f (- {(x&+)) for the location parameter + # R and the
scale parameter { # R+ will have bounded influence on the posterior value
of m(+, {), if E[m(+, {) | x]&E[m(+, {)] is bounded for all x # R.
Pericchi and Sanso (1995) noted that there are distributions that par-
tially satisfy Dawid’s conditions but have bounded rather than vanishing
influence on the posterior distribution. More recently, Choy and Smith
(1997) illustrated robust analyses when univariate normal location models
are assumed.
In this paper, we analyze the effects of the likelihood assumptions in the
multivariate location and scale model to construct robust methods of
estimation using the v-spherical distributions introduced by Ferna ndez et
al. (1995). These conditions extend the results given by Dawid (1973) and
Pericchi and Sanso (1995) to the v-spherical distributions. We present some
& &-spherical distributions where the choice of & }& is not important when
using these distributions for providing robust analyses in multivariate loca-
tion and scale models. Robust analyses for normal-gamma prior location
and scale models are illustrated when elliptical likelihood functions are
assumed. These models are analyzed utilizing the Gibbs sampler simulation
technique.
2. ROBUST ANALYSIS FOR LOCATION AND SCALE MODELS
2.1. v-Spherical Distributions
Ferna ndez et al. (1995) introduced a generalization of the lq -norm
distributions (see Osiewalski and Steel, 1993; Yue and Ma, 1995) for the
location and scale context, the so-called v-spherical. The definition of these
distributions is as follows.
Definition 1. A p-dimensional random vector x=(x1 , ..., xp)T # R p
is said to follow a v-spherical distribution with location parameter
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+=(+1 , ..., +p)T # R p and scale parameter {&1 # R+, denoted by xt
Spvp(x | +, {
&1), if its probability density function is given by
fSpvp(x | +, {
&1)={ p2f (- { v(x&+)),
where v is a scalar function such that (a) v( } )>0 (except possibly on a set
of Lebesgue measure 0); (b) v(ka)=kv(a) for any k0, a # R p; and (c) f
is a nonnegative function.
For a given choice of v, the v-spherical class is generated by allowing f
to be free, provided that the resulting probability density function fSpvp( } ) is
proper. Transforming x to polar coordinates makes it straightforward to
check for which f the existence of a proper probability density function is
guaranteed; see Ferna ndez et al. (1995) for more details. Furthermore, the
choice of v also characterizes the shape of the isodensity sets given by
[x # R p : v(x&+)=r],
where r>0.
If v( } )=& }& is a norm, then the isodensity sets have symmetry with
respect to all the axes (&&a&=&a&, a # R p) and are bounded contours
centered at +. In particular, the elliptical distribution class consists of all
continuous distributions with elliptical isodensity sets generated by &a&7=
- aT7&1a with 7 # N( p). Here N( p) denotes the set of all positive definite
p_p matrices.
2.2. The Role of the Score Functions for v-Spherical Distributions
Given the location and scale parameters + # R p and {&1 for which we
have prior knowledge formally described by a distribution with probability
density function ?(+, {), how do we assess the influence of a single observa-
tion xtSpvp(x | +, {&1) on our prior beliefs about + and {? For any given
likelihood fSpvp(x | +, {
&1)={ p2f (- {(x&+)), the effect of x is totally
described and all we need to do is to explore features of the posterior dis-
tribution. One way to measure the influence of the datum x on the prior
is through the derivatives of the posterior density ?(+, { | x) (if they exist);
see West (1982) for a discussion concerning the one-dimensional case. If
?(+, {) and fSpvp(x | +, {
&1) are differentiable in + and {, then

+i
log ?(+, { | x)=

+i
log fSpvp(x | +, {
&1)+

+i
log ?(+, {), (2.1)
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for each i=1, ..., p, and

{
log ?(+, { | x)=

{
log fSpvp(x | +, {
&1)+

{
log ?(+, {), (2.2)
where [&(+i) log fSpvp(x | +, {
&1)] and &({) log fSpvp(x | +, {
&1) are
the efficient score functions with respect to [+ i] and { respectively,
[&(+i) log ?(+, {)] and &({) log ?(+, {) are the prior score functions
with respect to [+i] and { respectively, and [&(+i) log ?(+, { | x)] and
&({) log ?(+, { | x) are the posterior score functions with respect to [+i]
and { respectively.
For the sensitivity of ?(+, { | x) with respect to x, we can define similar
score functions. Again, subject to differentiability assumptions, for each
i=1, ..., p,

xi
log ?(+, { | x)
=

xi
log fSpvp(x | +, {
&1)&

xi
log |

0
|
R p
fSpvp(x | +, {
&1) ?(+, {) d+ d{,
where [&(xi) log fSpvp(x | +, {
&1)] are the likelihood score functions and
[&(xi) log 0 R p fSpvp(x | +, {
&1) ?(+, {) d+ d{] are the marginal score
functions.
Equation (2.3) is related to Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) by the following iden-
tities. The likelihood score functions,
&

xi
log fSpvp(x | +, {
&1)=

+ i
log fSpvp(x | +, {
&1),
are equal to minus the efficient score functions with respect to [+i],
i=1, ..., p, and they are related to the efficient score function with respect
to { by
p+(x&+)T

x
log fSpvp(x | +, {
&1)=2{

{
log fSpvp(x | +, {
&1).
Using results given in West (1982), we can show that for each i=1, ..., p,
the marginal score function,

xi
log |

0
|
Rp
fSpvp(x | +, {
&1) ?(+, {) d+ d{
=E+ , { | x _ xi log fSpvp(x | +, {&1)& ,
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is the posterior expected value of the likelihood score function. This result
is extremely useful for computation of the marginal score functions via
simulation, because we only need a sample from the posterior distribution
?(+, { | x) to construct them.
When a robust procedure for a location model seeks for outlier rejection,
a point of contact with classical theory of robust estimation exists via the
likelihood score function. The likelihood score function coincides with the
influence function of an M-estimator (Hampel et al., 1986). The influence
function provides a quantitative measure of the influence that a particular
observation can have in an estimator, defined as a functional of an empiri-
cal distribution when the sample size tends to infinity.
Applying this idea in a Bayesian framework, the influence that an outlier
can have in the posterior distribution can be assessed analyzing properties
of the likelihood score functions. This is confirmed by the relationship
among Eqs. (2.1)(2.3), and, similarly to Box (1980), we can use the
likelihood score functions as a measure of discrepancy between the prior
and the posterior distributions (in terms of score functions) at parameter
values +o and {o for the observed datum x. This leads to two sufficient con-
ditions for a robust analysis that seeks to eliminate or bound the influence
of an outlying observation on the posterior distribution. Namely, that the
likelihood score functions [&(xi) log fSpvp(x | +o , {
&1
o )] and the function
of the likelihood score functions &(x&+o)
T (x) log fSpvp(x | +o , {
&1
o )
should be bounded and approach a limit as v(x)  . But, from Eq. (2.3)
this robust analysis should also have a second condition. Specifically, the
marginal score functions should be bounded and approach a limit as
v(x)  , that is, strong prior information that minimizes sensitivity of x,
measured by the difference of the likelihood score function and its posterior
expected value, on ?(+, { | x).
We will give more insight into the above analysis in the next subsection
and discuss it in more detail in Section 3.
2.3. The Role of Score Functions on the Normal-Gamma Prior Model
Using results given in Masreliez (1975) and West (1982), we can show
that if a single observation x follows an elliptical distribution, Sp& &7p (x | +, {
&1),
and if + and { have a normal-gamma distribution Np(+ | &, {&1C) G({ | a2, b2),
with known hyperparameters a, b # R+, & # R p, and C # N( p) and prob-
ability density functions given by
fNp(+ | &, {
&1C)=
{ p2 |C| &12
(2?) p2
exp \&{2 (+&&)T C&1(+&&)+
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and
fG \{ } a2 ,
b
2+=
\b2+
a2
1 \a2+
{(a2)&1 exp \&b2 {+ ,
then the posterior expected values for + and { have the following expres-
sions
E+, { | x[+]=&&C \
E+, { | x _{&1 x1 log fSpp& &7(x | +, {&1)&+ (2.4)bE+, { | x _{&1 xp log fSpp& &7(x | +, {&1)&
and
E+, { | x[{]=
a
b
+
p
b
+
(x&&)T
b \
E+, { | x _ x1 log fSpp& &7(x | +, {&1)&+ . (2.5)bE+, { | x _ xp log fSpp& &7(x | +, {&1)&
Equations (2.4) and (2.5) show explicitly how the prior estimates of +,
given by &, and {, given by ab, are shifted by taking into account the new
information of x through the posterior expected value of the likelihood
score functions. The quantitative behaviour of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) will be
essentially determined by the choice of the distribution of x, through its
score functions, as discussed in Section 2.2.
If (xi) log fSp2& &I(x | 0, 1), i=1, 2, and the function of the likelihood
score functions (x&0)T (x) log fSp2& &I(x | 0, 1) are used as approxima-
tions for the last term of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) for prior values: &=0, C=I,
and a=b=1, then Figs. 1a and 3a suggest that the Student t (#=2) and
exponential power (:=13) likelihoods will provide robust analyses for the
location and scale model, whereas Laplace (:=12) and normal distribu-
tions will not. Here 0 is the p-dimensional vector of zeros and I is the p_p
identity matrix.
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FIG. 1. (Row a) Cross sections of &(xi) log fSp2& &I(x | 0, 1), i, j=1, 2, i{j. (Row b)
Cross sections of &E+ | x[(xi) log fSp2
& &I(x | +, 1)], i, j=1, 2, i{j. (Row c) Cross sections of
&E+, { | x[{&1(xi) log fSp2& &I(x | +, {
&1)], i, j=1, 2, i{j, for () normal; ( -) Student’s t
(#=2); and () Laplace and (-- -) exponential power (:=13) distributions.
3. MULTIVARIATE BOUNDED INFLUENCE
3.1. The Location and Scale Model
Consider the location and scale analysis of + # R p and {&1 # R+ after
observing x from the v-spherical distribution Spvp(x | +, {
&1) with v generat-
ing bounded isodensity sets. Suppose that the parameters + and { have a
proper prior density ?(+, {). Then we say that the likelihood function
fSpvp(x | +, {
&1) has bounded influence on the posterior value of m(+, {) with
m : B/R p_R+  C/R, if E[m(+, {) | x]&E[m(+, {)] is bounded for
all x # R p. The following theorem states conditions that guarantee bounded
likelihood influence in the location and scale analysis.
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Theorem 1. Let xtSpvp(x | +, {&1) with v generating bounded isodensity
sets. Let fSpvp(x | +, {
&1)={ p2f (- {(x&+)) be the likelihood of the observa-
tion x, and let ?(+, {) be a proper density for + and {, such that the prior
expectation of m(+, {) is finite. Then the following are sufficient conditions
for { p2f (- {(x&+)) to have bounded influence on E+, { | x[m(+, {)] as
v(x)  :
i. f (x)=1 p2f (- 1(x&0)) is positive and continuous for all x # R p;
ii. for every + # R p and { # R+, limv(x)   { p2f (- {(x&+))f (x)=
.(+, {) exists and converges uniformly ; i.e., given =>0, h>0, and g>1, we
can find $(=, h, g), not depending on + and {, such that if v(x)>$ then
} {
p2f (- {(x&+))
f (x)
&.(+, {) }<=
whenever v(+)<h and g&1<{<g ;
iii. (a) 0 Rp k(+, {) ?(+, {) d+ d{<,
(b) 0 R p |m(+, {)| k(+, {) ?(+, {) d+ d{<,
where k(+, {)=supx({ p2f (- {(x&+))f (x)).
Proof. See Appendix.
Remark 1. The location parameter analysis of + # R p with scale
parameter {&1 # R+ known can be carried out by applying the results given
above conditionally on the scale parameter. Similarly, the scale parameter
analysis of {&1 # R+ with location parameter + # R p known can be carried
out by applying the above results conditionally on the location parameter.
Therefore, condition (ii) of Theorem 1 for the location and scale model can
be checked using the following
.(+, {)= lim
v(x)  
{ p2f (- {(x&+))
{ p2f (- { x)
{ p2f (- { x)
f (x)
=.{(+) .({),
i.e., applying the results given for the location model conditionally on the
scale parameter and then using the results of the scale model conditionally
on a location parameter centered at zero. Moreover, Condition (i) of
Theore 1 implies
k(+, {)=sup
x
{ p2f (- {(x&+))
f (x)
sup
x
{ p2f (- {(x&+))
{ p2f (- { x)
sup
x
{ p2f (- { x)
f (x)
=k{(+) k({).
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Remark 2. Operating inside of the limv(x)   { p2f (- { x)f (x), we find
that .({})=.({) .(}). This fact implies that .({)={s for { # R+ and s # R.
As v(x)  , the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii)(a) of Theorem 1 ensure
that
{ p2f (- {(x&+))
0 Rp {
p2f (- {(x&+)) ?(+, {) d+ d{

.{(+) {s
0 Rp .{(+) {
s?(+, {) d+ d{
, (3.1)
i.e., there is convergence in distribution of ?(+, { | x) to a density propor-
tional to .{(+) {s ?(+, {), so that vanishing likelihood influence will only be
obtained when .{(+)=1 in the location model conditionally on the scale
parameter. Hill (1975) presented Eq. (3.1) with .{(+)=1 as the condition
in the location parameter analysis necessary to guarantee convergence
in distribution of the posterior to the prior for an elliptical likelihood
function.
If [xn], n # N, is a sequence with the property that v(xn)   as n  ,
then, as h, g  , Conditions (i) and (iii)(b) of Theorem 1 ensure that
sup
xn
0c |m(+, {)| { p2f (- {(xn&+)) ?(+, {) d+ d{
0 R p {
p2f (- {(xn&+)) ?(+, {) d+ d{

0c |m(+, {)| k(+, {) ?(+, {) d+ d{
0 R p {
p2f (- {(xn*&+))f (xn*) ?(+, {) d+ d{
 0,
i.e., uniform integrability of the random sequence [wn(+, {)=m(+, {) { p2f
(- { (xn&+))0 R p { p2f (- {(xn&+)) ?(+, {) d+ d{], where 0=[(+, {) :
v(+)<h, g&1<{<g] and n* is the index at which the supremum is
attained in the left-hand side of the above equation. The uniform
integrability of the sequence [wn(+, {)] and the convergence in distribution
of ?(+, { | x) to a density proportional to .{(+) {s?(+, {), guarantees the
existence and convergence (Serfling, 1980, pg. 14) of
E+, { | x[|m(+, {)|] 
0 Rp |m(+, {)| .{(+) {
s?(+, {) d+ d{
0 Rp .{(+) {
s?(+, {) d+ d{
,
as v(x)  .
A connection with the score function ideas developed in Section 2.2
exists if we consider the following conditions that strengthen condition (ii)
of Theorem 1, and define v as generating bounded and convex isodensity
sets:
ii*. (a) for each i=1, ..., p+1, (%i) log[{ p2f (- {(x&+))f (x)]
exists and is bounded in A, where A=[% : v(- {(x&+))>0] and %=
(+, {);
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(b) for each i=1, ..., p+1, and for every % # R p_R+,
limv(x)   (% i) log [{ p2f (- {(x&+))f (x)]=i (%) exists and converges
uniformly; i.e., given =>0, h>0 and g>1, for each i=1, ..., p+1 we can
find $i (=, h, g), not depending on %, such that if v(x)>$i then
} %i log
{ p2f (- {(x&+))
f (x)
&i (%) }<=
whenever v(+)<h and g&1<{<g.
Theorem 2. Condition (ii*) implies condition (ii) of Theorem 1 with
i (%)=(%i) log .(+, {).
Proof. See Appendix.
If all the likelihood score functions &(xi) log { p2f (- {(x&+))=
(+i) log { p2f (- {(x&+)) and if the function of the likelihood score functions,
p+(x&+)T

x
log { p2f (- {(x&+))=2{

{
log { p2f (- {(x&+)),
are bounded functions in A with a limit when v(x)  , we see that condi-
tion (ii*) is satisfied.
Conditions (i), (iii)(a) of Theorem 1 and (ii*) imply convergence of the
marginal score functions,
&

xi
log |

0
|
R p
fSpvp(x | +, {
&1) ?(+, {) d+ d{

|

0
|
Rp

+i
.{(+) {s?(+, {) d+ d{
|

0
|
R p
.{(+) {s?(+, {) d+ d{
,
as v(x)  , for i=1, ..., p, and convergence of the following function of
the marginal score functions,
p+(x&+)T

x
log |

0
|
R p
{ p2f (- {(x&+)) ?(+, {) d+ d{
 2
|

0
|
Rp \{s+1

{
.{(+)+s{s.{(+)+ ?(+, {) d+ d{
|

0
|
Rp
.{(+) {s?(+, {) d+ d{
,
as v(x)  .
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Remark 3. If the role of the likelihood is interchanged with that of
the prior in Theorem 1 for the location model conditionally on the
scale parameter, a dual result is obtained. The prior distribution will then
have bounded influence on the posterior expected value E+ | x[m(+)] as
v(x)  .
3.2. Examples of Bounded Influence
The & &-spherical distributions given in Examples 1 and 2 provide a
robust analysis for the location model, whereas the & &-spherical distribu-
tion given in Example 3 provides a robust analysis for the location and
scale model.
Example 1. The exponential power distribution, EP& &p (x | +, {
&1, :),
with location parameter + # R p, scale parameter {&1 # R+ known, shape
parameter : # (0, 1] known, and probability density function given by
fEPp& &(x | +, {
&1, :) B exp \&{: &x&+&
2:
2: + ,
satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 for the location model with
.{(+)=1 for : # (0, 12) and with
exp \&- { &+&- 2+.{(+)exp \- {
&+&
- 2+ ,
for :=12.
Proof. See Appendix.
We have the function
k{(+)=exp \{: &+&
2:
2: + , : # (0, 12],
for EP& &p (x | +, {
&1, :). Thus, Condition (iii) of Theorem 1 for the location
model will be satisfied whenever E+[|m(+)| k{(+)] exists for prior density
?(+).
In order to satisfy Condition (ii) of Theorem 1 for the location model,
the result established by Example 1 says that fSpp& &(x | +, {
&1) should be
essentially uniform in the tails with a rate of decay not greater than
exp(&- { &x&+&), which is the case :=12 of the exponential power dis-
tribution. In this sense, we can say that the Laplace distribution is the
boundary between distributions with vanishing and with nonvanishing
influence in the sense of Theorem 1 for the location model.
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Example 2. The logistic power distribution, LP& &p (x | +, {
&1, :), with
location parameter + # R p, scale parameter {&1 # R+ known, shape
parameter : # (0, 1] known, and probability density function given by
fLPp& &(x | +, {
&1, :) B
exp \&{
:
2:
&x&+&2:+
\1+exp \&{
:
2:
&x&+&2:++
2 ,
satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 for the location model with
.{(+)=1 for : # (0, 12) and with
exp \&- { &+&- 2+.{(+)exp \- {
&+&
- 2+ ,
for :=12.
Proof. See Appendix.
We have the function
k{(+)4 exp \{: &+&2: + , : # (0, 12],
for LP& &p (x | +, {
&1, :). Hence, by Condition (iii) of Theorem 1 the location
model will be satisfied whenever E+[|m(+)| k{(+)] exists for prior density
?(+).
Remark 4. From Example 2, we can see that the logistic distribution,
LP& &k (x | +, {
&1, :=12), has tail behaviour similar to that of the Laplace
distribution. Thus, the logistic distribution will have bounded influence in
the sense of Theorem 1 for the location model.
Example 3. The Student power t distribution, SP& &p (x | +, {
&1, :, #),
with location parameter + # R p, scale parameter {&1 # R+, degrees of
freedom # # R+ known, shape parameter :>0 known, and probability
density function given by (Ferna ndez et al., 1995)
fSPp& &(x | +, {
&1, v, :) B \1+2:#
{: &x&+&2:
2: +
&(#+p)2:
,
satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 for the location and scale
model with .(+, {)={&#2.
Proof. See Appendix.
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We have the functions
k{(+)=\1+:{: &+&2: (1+2*)
2:&2*2:
2:&1#+:{: &+&2: 2*2:+
(#+p)2:
,
with
2*={0:{: &+&2: (2+22)2:&1=2:&1#((1+2)2:&1&22:&1)
:12
:>12
and
k({)={{
p2
{&#2
{>1
{1
,
for SP& &p (x | +, {
&1, :, #). Therefore, Condition (iii) of Theorem 1 for the
location and scale model will be satisfied when E+ , {[ |m(+, {)| k{(+) k({)]
exists for prior density ?(+, {).
Remark 5. The last three theoretical examples state that the choice of
& }& is not important when working with these & &-spherical distributions in
location and scale models.
The following numerical examples are restricted to the elliptical distribu-
tions class.
4. BAYESIAN INFERENCE FOR ELLIPTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Let a single xtSp& &7p (x | +, {&1) with 7 # N( p) known. Then assuming
a normal-gamma prior distribution, Np(+ | &, {&1C) G({ | a2, b2), with
known hyperparameters a, b # R+, & # R p, and C # N( p), the posterior dis-
tribution, ?(+, { | x), for the location + and scale {&1 parameters is given
by
?(+, { | x) B fSpp& &7(x | +, {
&1) ?Np \+ } &, 1{ C+ ?G \{ }
a
2
,
b
2+ . (4.1)
In some cases the above equation can be reexpressed by introducing
extra parameters; for instance, when fSpp& &7(x | +, {
&1) can be expressed as
a scale mixture of normal distributions (see Haro-Lo pez and Smith, 1996),
?(+, { | x)
B |

0
fNp \x } +, h(*){ 7+ ?(*) d* ?Np \+ } &,
1
{
C+ ?G \{ } a2 ,
b
2+ , (4.2)
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where the scale parameter * has a distribution with probability density
function ?(*) for *>0 and h(*) is a positive function for *>0.
Analysis of Eq. (4.2) can be carried out by using the Gibbs sampler
simulation technique (see, for example, Smith and Roberts, 1993) to obtain
a sample from the marginal density ?(+, { | x) of ?(+, {, * | x). The Gibbs
sampler is straightforward to implement using the conditional densities
?(+ | x, {, *)=fNp(+ | {U(h(*)
&1 7&1x+C&1&), U),
?({ | x, +, *)=fG \{ } a+2p2 ,
b+h(*)&1 %x+%+
2 + ,
?(* | x, +, {) B h(*)&p2 exp \& {%x2h(*)+ ?(*) 1* # R+ ,
where U&1={(h(*)&1 7&1+C&1), %x=(x&+)T 7&1(x&+), %+=(+&&)T
C&1(+&&), and
1x # A={10
x # A
x  A
.
In the next subsections, we will determine explicitly the last full condi-
tional density for three different location and scale models and illustrate the
power and relative simplicity of the Gibbs sampler.
4.1. Illustrative Analyses
We consider the next examples which involve the following elliptical
distributions: Student’s t, Laplace, and exponential power.
Student’s t Distribution. The elliptical Student t distribution, SP& &7p
(x | +, {&1, :=1, #), can be expressed as a scale mixture of normal distributions
(Johnson and Kotz, 1972) by setting h(*)=1* and ?(*)=?G(* | #2, #2).
Therefore, to complete the full conditional set of distributions for the
Student t likelihood location and the scale model outlined in Eq. (4.2), use
the following full conditional density for *:
?(* | x, +, {)=fG \* } #+p2 ,
#+{%x
2 + .
Laplace Distribution. The elliptical Laplace distribution, EP& &7p (x | +,
{&1, :=12), can be expressed as a scale mixture of normal distributions
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(Haro-Lo pez and Smith, 1996) by setting h(*)=1* and ?(*)=
?IG(* | ( p+1)2, 14), an inverse gamma distribution with probability den-
sity function
fIG \* } p+12 ,
1
4+=
\14+
( p+1)2
1 \ p+12 + *( p+1)2+1
exp \& 14*+ .
Therefore, to complete the full conditional set of distributions for the
Laplace likelihood location and the scale model outlined in Eq. (4.2), use
the full conditional density for *
?(* | x, +, {)=fIN \* } 1- 2{%x ,
1
2+ ,
where IN(* | +, 12) is the inverse Gaussian distribution with probability
density function
fIN \* | +, 12+= 14?*3 exp \&
(*&+)2
4*+2 + .
To generate from the above inverse Gaussian distribution sample
utU(u | 0, 1), set ztG(z | 12, 12) and calculate !*=++z*+2&
+ - 2z*++z*2+2. Then let **=!* if u*+(++!*), otherwise set
**=+2!*. See Devroye (1986, pg. 148) for details.
Exponential Power Distribution. The exponential power distribution,
EP& &7p (x | +, {
&1, :) for : # (0, 1), can be expressed as a scale mixture of
normal distributions (Haro-Lo pez and Smith, 1996) by setting h(*)=1*
and ?(*)=?WS(* | :, p), a standardised positive weighted stable distribu-
tion with probability density function
fWS(* | :, p)=
:1 \ p2+
1 \ p2:+ * p2
fS(* | :, 1),
where S(* | :, 1) is the standardised positive stable distribution in the polar
form, with the probability density function representation given by
Ibragimov and Chernin (1959),
fS(* | :, 1)=
a:
*a:+1 |
1
0
t:(s) exp \&t:(s)*a: + ds,
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for : # (0, 1). Here
t:(s)=\sin(:?s)sin(?s) +
a: sin((1&:) ?s)
sin(?s)
with a:=
:
1&:
.
We can see that * # R+ and s # (0, 1) follow a bivariate distribution with
probability density function
f (*, s | :) B
t:(s)
*a:+( p2)+1
exp \&t:(s)*a: + 1s # (0, 1) 1* # R+ .
To complete the full conditional distributions for the exponential power
likelihood location and scale model outlined in Eq. (4.2), we transform *,
so that =log *, and use instead the following conditional density
?( | x, +, {, s) B exp \&a: &{%x2 e&t:(s) e&a:+ 1 # R .
Since this full conditional distribution is log-concave, we can sample from
it using the adaptive rejection sampling method of Gilks and Wild (1992).
The value for ** is obtained via the inverse transformation **=e*.
The full conditional density of s,
?(s | x, +, {, *) B
t:(s)
*a:
exp \&t:(s)*a: +1+ 1s # (0, 1) ,
has a unique maximum at t:(s)=max(*a:, :a:(1&:)). This can be con-
firmed by observing that t:(s) is a monotonic function for s # (0, 1) with
lims  0 t:(s)=:a:(1&:) and lims  1 t:(s)= (which provides a small
correction to Buckle, 1995). The knowledge of this maximum makes an
adaptive rejection sampling algorithm (see Devroye, 1986) a suitable
candidate for sampling from this full conditional distribution. The
histogram of previous rejected points is used as the adaptive rejection
envelope, where the density of the uniform distribution is utilized as the
starting rejection envelope. Sampling from the conditional distribution of
s increases efficiency as the adaptive rejection envelope (histogram)
converges to the true density.
4.2. Numerical Illustration
In the following two examples, we analyze the bivariate cases,
xtSP& &I2 (x | +, {&1, :=1, #=2), xtEP& &I2 (x | +, {&1, :=12) and xt
EP& &I2 (x | +, {
&1, :=13), assuming a normal-gamma prior distribution.
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Example 4. In this example the scale parameter {&1 is assumed to be
known. To obtain ?{([1])=1, set the following values for the hyper-
parameters present in the prior distribution of Eq. (4.1): a, b   with
ab=1, &=(0, 0), and C=I.
Taking a single Gibbs sampler run of N=100,000 iterations for several
values of x # [&15, 15]_[&15, 15] and disregarding the first n=25,000
iterations, the ergodic average of the likelihood score function is used to
evaluate
&E+ | x _ x log fS2& &I(x | +, 1)&r
#+2
N&n
:
N
l=n+1
I(x&+ (l ))
(#+(x&+(l ))T (x&+(l )))
,
for the Student t (#=2) example and
&E+ | x _ x log fS2& &I(x | +, 1)&r
:21&:
N&n
:
N
l=n+1
I(x&+(l ))
((x&+(l ))T (x&+ (l )))1&:
for the Laplace (:=12) and the exponential power (:=13) examples.
Applying Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) for the Student t (#=2) and the exponen-
tial power (:=13) cases, we see that E+ | x[+]  0 as &x&I  . For the
Laplace example E+ | x[+] is a bounded function as &x&I  . As stated by
Examples 1 and 3, Student’s t (#=2) and exponential power (:=13) dis-
tributions provide a robust analysis for the location model with vanishing
likelihood influence on the posterior distribution, whereas Laplace provides a
robust analysis with bounded likelihood posterior influence. See Figs. 1b and 2.
Example 5. In this example the scale parameter {&1 is assumed to be
unknown. For this, set the following values for the hyperparameters pre-
sent in the prior distribution of Eq. (4.1): a=b=6, &=(0, 0), and C=I.
Taking a single Gibbs sampler run of N=100,000 iterations for several
values of x # [&15, 15]_[&15, 15] and disregarding the first n=25,000
iterations, the ergodic average of the likelihood score function is used to
evaluate
&E+, { | x _{&1 x log fS2& &I(x | +, {&1)&
r
#+2
N&n
:
N
l=n+1
I(x&+(l ))
(#+{(x&+(l ))T (x&+ (l )))
,
E+, { | x _xT x log fS2& &I(x | +, {&1)&
r&
#+2
N&n
:
N
l=n+1
{xT(x&+(l ))
(#+{(x&+(l ))T (x&+ (l )))
,
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FIG. 2. (Row a) &E+ | x[(xi) log fSp2
& &I(x | +, 1)], i, j=1, 2, i{j. (Row b) Cross
sections of the likelihood score functions (-) &(xi) log fSp2
& &I(x | 0, 1) and ()
&E+ | x[(xi) log fSp2
& & I(x | +, 1)], i, j=1, 2, i{j, for Student’s t (#=2), Laplace, and
exponential power (:=13) distributions.
for the Student t (#=2) example and
&E+, { | x _{&1 x log fS2& &I(x | +, {&1)&
r
:21&:
N&n
:
N
l=n+1
I(x&+(l ))
({(x&+(l ))T (x&+(l )))1&:
,
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E+, { | x _xT x log fS2& &I(x | +, {&1)&
r&
:21&:
N&n
:
N
l=n+1
{xT(x&+(l ))
({(x&+(l ))T (x&+(l )))1&:
,
for the Laplace (:=12) and the exponential power (:=13) examples.
Applying Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) for the Student t (#=2) case, we see that
E+, { | x[+]  0 and E+, { | x[{]  ((a+p)b&( p+#)b)=(86&46) as
&x&I  . As stated by Example 3, the Student t (#=2) distribution
provides a robust analysis for the location and scale model with bounded
likelihood influence on the posterior distribution. For the normal, Laplace,
and exponential power (:=13) examples, E+, { | x[+]   and E+, { | x[{]
 0 as &x&I  ; however, this occurs with different rates of convergence.
FIG. 3. (Row a) Cross sections of xT(x) log fSp2
& &I (x | 0, 1), i, j=1, 2, i{j. (Row b)
Cross sections of E+, { | x[xT(x) log fSp2
& &I (x | +, {&1)], i, j=1, 2, i{j, for () normal;
( -) Student’s t (#=2); and () Laplace and (- - -) exponential power (:=13) distribu-
tions.
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FIG. 4. (Row a) &E+, { | x[{&1(xi) log fSp2& &I (x i | +, {
&1)], i, j=1, 2, i{j. (Row b)
Cross sections of the likelihood score function (-) &(xi) log fSp2
& &I (x | 0, 1) and ()
&E+, { | x[{&1(xi) log fSp2
& &I (x | +, {&1)], i, j=1, 2, i{j, for Student’s t (#=2), Laplace,
and exponential power (:=13) distributions.
Thus, Condition (ii) of Theorem 1 for the location and scale model will not
be satisfied. See Figs. 1c, 3b, and 4.
5. DISCUSSION
Analysis of the likelihood score functions and the function of the
likelihood score functions (x&+)T (x) log fSpp& &(x | +, {
&1) provides a
useful starting point for designing robust methods for location and scale
models that seek to bound the influence of an outlying observation. For
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elliptical distributions with representation as a scale mixture of normal dis-
tributions, it is straightforward to implement robust location and scale
models using simulation techniques. We have shown that in some examples
of location and scale models, the choice of the & &-spherical family does not
matter because results similar to those in the elliptical case will be
obtained.
Vanishing likelihood influence in location paramter models, presented by
Theorem 1 conditionally on the scale parameter, can be applied to n obser-
vations coming from an independent sampling scheme. For this, we can
apply the method used by O’Hagan (1979), who simply updated the
posterior distribution by one observation at a time using Bayes’ theorem.
A problem arises when we deal with likelihoods that have bounded rather
than vanishing influence because we will now have an accumulated effect
on the posterior distribution every time that we update using Bayes’
theorem. If we include a scale parameter in the analysis, the likelihood will
have at most bounded influence as shown in Theorem 1, so that this
accumulation effect will be even worse. Further research is clearly required
in this area.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1.
E+, { | x [m(+, {)]=
0 _ 0c m(+, {) { p2f (- { (x&+)) ?(+, {) d+ d{
0 _ 0c { p2f (- { (x&+)) ?(+, {) d+ d{
,
where 0=[(+, {) : v(+)<h, g&1<{<g]. By Conditions (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 1, as v(x)  ,
||
0
m(+, {)
f (- { (x&+))
{&p2f (x)
?(+, {) d+ d{  ||
0
m(+, {) .(+, {) ?(+, {) d+ d{.
Moreover,
} | |0c m(+, {)
{ p2f (- { (x&+))
f (x)
?(+, {) d+ d{ }
||
0c
|m(+, {)|
{ p2f (- { (x&+))
f (x)
?(+, {) d+ d{
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can be bounded by
||
0c
|m(+, {)| k(+, {) ?(+, {) d+ d{,
where k(+, {)=supx({ p2f (- { (x&+))f (x)), which by Condition (iii)(b) of
Theorem 1 tends to zero as h, g  . Taking m(+, {)=1, and using Condi-
tion (iii)(a) instead of Condition (iii)(b) of Theorem 1 above, it follows
that, as v(x)  ,
E+, { | x[m(+, {)] 
0 Rp m(+, {) .(+, {) ?(+, {) d+ d{
0 R p .(+, {) ?(+, {) d+ d{
,
and by virtue of Condition (iii) and the existence of the prior value of
m(+, {), limv(x)   E[m(+, {) | x]&E[m(+, {)] is finite. K
Proof of Theorem 2. If [xn], n # N, is a sequence with the properties
that v(xn)   as n  ; .n(%)={ p2f (- { (xn&+))f (xn); %=(+, {) and
0=[% : v(+)<h, g&1<{<g], then by applying Condition (ii*) the
sequence [(%i) log .n(%)] converges uniformly to i (%) on the convex
set 0, for i=1, ..., p+1.
Suppose that a is in the boundary of 0 and let % be any point of 0. If
m, n # N, by applying the mean value theorem to the difference
log .m&log .n on the line segment with end points %0 and %, we conclude
that there exists a point ! on this line segment such that
log
.m(%)
.n(%)
=log
.m(%0)
.n(%0)
+(%&%0)
T [{! log .m(%)&{! log .n(%)]
= :
p+1
i=1
(% i&$p+1) \_ % i log .m(%)&!&_

%i
log .n(%)&!+ ,
where %0=(0, ..., 0, 1)
T # 0 and $i=1i . By the uniform convergence of
[(%i) log .n(%)], we can find Mi (=) for each i=1, ..., p+1, such that, if
m, n>M(=),
" log .m(%).n(%) "s :
p+1
i=1
|ai | "_ %i log .m(%)&!&_

% i
log .n(%)&! "s
<= :
p+1
i=1
|ai |,
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where M(=)=sup[M1(=), ..., Mp+1(=)], & f (%)&s=sup[ | f (%)| : % # 0], so
the sequence [log .n(%)] converges uniformly on 0 to a function that we
shall denote by log .(%). Since log .n(%) is continuous and its sequence
converges to log .(%) uniformly, log .(%) is a continuous function.
To establish the existence of the derivative of log . at a point % # 0, we
apply the mean value theorem to the difference log .m&log .n on the line
segment with endpoints % # 0 and %2i # 0 to infer that there exists a point
! on this line segment such that
log
.m(%2i)
.n(%2i)
&log
.m(%)
.n(%)
=2i \_ %i log .m(%)&!&_

%i
log .n(%)&!+ ,
where %2i=(%1 , ..., %i+2i , ..., %p+1)
T. When 2i>0 and m, n>M i (=) we
infer that
1
2i } log
.m(%2i)
.m(%)
&log
.n(%2i)
.n(%) }"_

%i
log .m(%)&!&_

%i
log .n(%)&!"s<=.
From a lemma givben in Bartle (1964, p. 108), we obtain
} log .(%2i)&log .(%)2i &
log .n(%2i)&log .n(%)
2i }<=
when n>Mi (=). Since i (%)=limn(%i) log .n(%), we know that there
exists an Ni (=) such that if nNi (=),
} %i log .n(%)&i (%) }<=.
Now, let ki=sup[Mi (=), Ni (=)]. In view of the existence of (%i) log .ki (%),
if 0<|2i |<$ki (=)
} log .ki (%2i)&log .ki (%)2i &

%i
log .ki (%) }<=.
Therefore, it follows that, if 0<|2i |<$ki (=), then
} log .(%2i)&log .(%)2i & i (%) }<3=.
This shows that for each i=1, ..., p+1, (%i) log .(%) exists and is equal
to i (%). K
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Proof of Example 1. Condition (i) is immediate and Condition (ii) of
Theorem 1 for the location model follows if we prove that
lim
&x&  
log
exp \&{
:
2:
&x&+&2:+
exp \&{
:
2:
&x&2:+
={
log .{(+)
0
:=12
: # (0, 12)
,
for &+&<h. After some algebra, the problem is then reduced to proving
that these are the limit values of
lim
&x&  
&
{:
2:
&x&2: \\1+&x&+&&&x&&x& +
2:
&1+ .
Assuming &x&+&<2 &x& and using a power series expansion in the
above, we have, for : # (0, 12),
lim
&x&  
&
{:
2:
:

n=1
2:(2:&1) } } } (2:&n+1)
n! \
&x&+&&&x&
&x&1&2:n +
n
,
the limit of a uniform convergent series. The uniform convergence of this
series allows the interchange of the limit and the summation
=&
{:
2:
:

n=1
2:(2:&1) } } } (2:&n+1)
n! \ lim&x&  
&x&+&&&x&
&x&1&2:n +
n
,
which effectively reduces the problem to proving that
lim
&x&  
&x&+&&&x&
&x&1&2:n
=0
for all : # (0, 12). This follows using the triangle inequality property of & }&
and the fact that &+&<h,
} &x&+&&&x&&x&1&2:n }=
| &x&+&&&x& |
&x&1&2:n

&+&
&x&1&2:n
<
h
$1&2:n
==,
provided : # (0, 12). We observe for :=12 that
} lim&x&   
{
2
(&x&+&&&x&) }- { &+&- 2 .
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Proof of Example 2. Condition (i) is immediate and Condition (ii) of
Theorem 1 for the location model follows by applying the result given in
Example 1 to
lim
&x&  
exp \&{
:
2:
&x&+&2:+\1+exp \&{
:
2:
&x&2:++
2
exp \&{
:
2:
&x&2:+\1+exp \&{
:
2:
&x&+&2:++
2
= lim
&x&  
exp \&{
:
2:
&x&+&2:+
exp \&{
:
2:
&x&2:+
={
.{(+)
1
:=12
: # (0, 12)
,
for &+&<h. K
Proof of Example 3. Condition (i) is immediate and Condition (ii) of
Theorem 1 for the location and scale model follows if we prove that
lim
&x&  
{ p2 \
2:#
2:
+{: &x&+&2:
2:#
2:
+&x&2: +
&(#+p)2:
={&#2
for &+&<h. After some algebra and using some limit properties, the
problem is then reduced to proving that
{ p2 lim
&x&   \
{: &x&+&2:
&x&2: +
&(#+p2:)
={&#2 lim
&x&   \1+
&x&+&&&x&
&x& +
&(#+p)
,
which reduces the problem to proving that
lim
&x&  
&x&+&&&x&
&x&
=0.
This follows using the triangle inequality property of & }& and the fact that
&+&<h,
} &x&+&&&x&&x& }=
| &x&+&&&x& |
&x&

&+&
&x&
<
h
$
==. K
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